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Introduction

Wrenches come in a large variety of sizes and shapes.

Despite the differences in appearance, all wrenches have two

things in common. (1) All wrenches tend to rotate the objects

to which they are applied; that is, they produce a torque.

(2) All wrenches bend or flex while being used. These· two

characteristics will be explored in this module on the torque

wrench. Although the device is a simple one, the principles

associated with its design and operation are fundamental to

many areas of science and technology.

Let's consider the first point of similarity among wrenches,

"All wrenches produce torque." The boxend wrench, pipe wrenc~





deflected and then return is called elasticity. As a result

of this property, the applied torque can be measured and the

mechanic will know when he has tightened a bolt to the manu-

facturer's specification.

This section can be summarized briefly by stating the

general properties of wrenches and the special feature of the

torque wrench. We have seen that all wrenches produce torque

and flex (elastically) when used. The torque wrench is unique

in that its output torque is shown by a built-in scale which

is activated as the torque wrench flexes elastically.

These features will be developed in the study of torque,

equilibrium, and elasticity in subsequent sections of the module.

Torque

Torque is the technical name for the twisting effect pro-

duced by the wrenches that we have discussed. Wrenches aren't

the only devices that produce torque, but we'll stick to them

for the moment. The first experiment is designed to show how

the torque depends on three factors: (1) the force applied

to the handle; (2) the distance from the axis to the point

of application of the force; (3) the angle between the handle

and the line of action of the force.



call for help.)
a) The torque is proportional to the square of the applied

b) The torque is proportional to the applied force.
c) The torque is inversely proportional to the applied force.



needed. In Figure 5 the vertical line is an extension of the: ~
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line along which the1force acts. This is called the line of



a) The to:CqL1E~ is proportional to the lever arm .
b) The t.O'L~(l-ile is proport:ional to t:he sqtlaI't~ of the lever arm .

a ) T - FC
'1

b ) T !? 9, L.---

c) 1 - F/ ;[





T = (10 Ibj {l2 . \ (sin 90°)In}

-- (10 It) (12 in) (1)

(10 1b) (12 in) (sin 30°)

T := (10 r"L, (l2 in) (s:Ln 0°)."-.,~,f

- (10 Ib) (12 in) (0)
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£ .- r sin ~100 == 6 in

sin 0 0£, == r 90 :::::
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But we cannot get both F and M" from t:.hi s one equation.s .•..

The force dtle to M2 would tend

9 fL, -
1"

wlle:te £ ~ the lever a.rm associated with M,
I' ~

,,? = (
1.'.i2 ~
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det€r~i~0 F and ~ ?,"-,~'~"- .l.~_ . 2 ;., ....,S ..

-"" has t:he ;:';lme.& 1

and t:he lever a:r,!1 i sthe same (40 em). rl'he lever arm for F2

arm for M .
2

The force F must have a value
2

")

- 19.6 kg m/sec~ - 19.6 N

Fs - 29.4 N



F1 = 30N F~ - SON
[.

due to F2 "is c se and there-

T;:: -F2r2E,irlO



Fl = (15 N-m)/(O.l m) = 150 N

value of Fl. F .= 50 N
2 lIi/lIl!J
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of F1, F2, and F4?
'I', -_ ..• - ....••••

F4

F - F
3

.•. 20 Ib
')
'"

F - 'k'
1 .4

with this choice neither F1 nor F2 produce a torque. The

is one ft and the lever arm for F4 is four



F (4 ft) - (20 Ib) (1 ft) - 0
4

F4 - (20 Ib-ft)/(4 ft) = 5 Ib

p = F := 5 1b
I 4

F := 20 Ib
2

Determine d, F1, and F •
2

l
F2

4ft
I
L

13= 40 lb

y
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where F is the symbol for the x-component of F. Similarlyx

F Y -- F sine

where F
Y

parallel to the x-axis and F acting parallel to the y-axis.
y

Of F' ana' p. ?1 2"

If we first replace p_
j

Let F be the horizontal component
3h

of P)I and F:;be the vertical component •
.JV

F3h -

F =::: F sin 30° = (20 N) (O.S) =::: 10 N3v 3

F ...... F
1 3h

F2
..- F'.' 3v

F =::: 17.3 N
1

and F~~= 10 Nt:..



~xamp_~~_2: A b(::'amis supported
"" t::Qo Ias shown. The weight of thEi-~ I

beam, F2' can be treated. as !~1 ~r--- J_OI_.... . Lrn
single force acting at the center. '<----~-~~- ..'.)"---
Determine F~, F3, and F4. ~, "2
PI ::::40 N.

All forces except F, are either horizontal or
,.I.

F.~ :::: '" cos 60° ::::: ( 40 N) (0.5) := 20 N
lV .I 1

F' - -1" sin 60° ~- -(40 N) (0.866) ,- -34.6 NIh -1

sign in the value of F~h is that it1.

F ~""34.6 N
4

Both F and
1

F4 have zero torque arms. So

E't" v I" t" I1 ner -2 or '3 lS nega-lve.
that the negative one is actually acting up, not down as



F2 + F3 ::::20 N

F -- -2F32

2nF 20- 1:'3 + . 3 = N

F' -- -20 N
3

F 2 -- - 2 J? 3 -- 40 N

So F3 actually acts up, not down.

Determine F F, and F?
1 2 -.'

I"~---'----- D-~
Dc,termine t
tJ1at can beF I

(£:==-~

L ~ Figure 25
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weighs 100 pounds and is 4 feet. long. The wrench has a two

foot handle. [Hint: When the box is about to tip, the

force of the floor on th.ebox will be acting on the right-

hand edge of the box.J

Solution: If we take torques about the lower right hand

corner of the box, then the force of the floor on the box

will not appear in the torque equation. (The lever arm is

zero.) The equation for the torque condition is

The greatest force which can be applied is 40 lb. The torque

applied to the nut by this force is readily obtained.
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(Clue: it depends on each dimension to
\

some power; that is, Dn, where n is a positive or negative

However, you may be able to get the results which other students
have obtained on different beams. If you pool your results,
you should be able to figure out how the spring constant-
depends on each of the dimensions. For example you might
have available the value of k for two beams which are identical
except that one is twice as thick as the other. If the spring
constant for the thick one is one quarter that of the thin
one, this would suggest that the spring constant is inversely
proportional to the square of the thickness.

If your pool of data does not contain enough information,
fill it in by doing more experiments. It won't be necessary
to completely repeat the process of part (A). You have already
shown that
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2 x ( n)

300 -

200



Problem 6: The table below is for a spring which follows
Hooke's Law. Determine the spring constant and fill in the
blanks.

Displacement (m) 0 0.05 0.1 0.7

Force (N) 0 20 100

The Hooke's Law behavior of many complex systems can
be explained starting from the behavior of simpler systems.
For example, the bending of a torque wrench or cantilever
beam is determined by the geometry and the properties of the
metal. We will describe how the bending of a cantilever
beam is related to the stretching of a piece of the same
material.

If a weight is suspended by a rod as shown in Figure 30,
the rod will stretch. When the weight is removed, the rod

Rod
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stret~chthe same amount, producing an increase in length which..
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Material Young's Modulus -.lliLm2------" .."•........ ~._---------,..~.•.._ •....

Aluminum 7 x 1010

Brass 9 x 1010

Cast iron 9 x 1010

Copper 12 x 1010

Steel 20 x 1010



Solution: F "-- kx--"-~-~-~"~
and k -- y (1l./L)

X =::; __ ( 1 <L~_~}__(_2__m_} _

(c '" 110"/ 2)( -6 m2)J x.O N ill 10

-3""2.2 x 10 m

-6 2square millimeters (2 x 10 m) and a length of 10 meters.



10 2= 20 x 10 N;lrn·'----4-------





Appendix A

Weight and Hass

Weight and mass are two entirely different concepts.

The weight of an object is the force of gravity on an object.

For example, if you hold a chunk of iron in your hand, you

can feel the weight, which is due to the gravitational at-

traction which the earth exerts on the chunk of iron.

The mass of an object is a measure of its resistance to

change in its motion. You can feel this property when you

throw an object; you must exert a force on the object to

chanqe its motion from a state of rest: to one in which it is

moving. Similarly, you feel it when you stop a moving object.

Scientists have a precise definition for mass, but we won't

introduce it here because we don't need it. At this point we

only need to recognize the difference between weight and mass,

and to establish hOl/l to work with them.

'You know from experience that the heavier an object is,

great.er thevleight, the greater :the mass. One of the most

remarkable aspects of nature is the very simple way in which

weight and mass are related; the weight is proportional to

the mass. If vle let W represent the weight and M the mass,

then

where g is simply the acceleration due 'togravity. The

value of 9 np;c],rth.e surface of the earth, in the metric system



f· . 98/ 2.) unJ.ts 1.8 • m;sec.

ply the mass in kilogra..1T!s by 9.8.

The relation between weight and mass emphasizes an important



fa) Torque wrench
(b) Torque
(c) Lever arm
(d) Equilibrium
(e) Static equilibrium
(f) Spring constant
(q) Cantilever beam

2. State the conditions which the forces and'torques mU'stsatisfy
for an object to be in equilibrium.

3. A 100 newton force makes an angle of 300 with the horizontal.
Determine the horizontal and vertical components of the force.

4. For the situation shown in the
diagram, determine the lever arm
and the torque associated with
the force F. Use the point P
for the axis.

5. The .stick shown in the diagram is
in equilibrium. Determine'2 and
F3• (The weight of the stick can
be ignored.)

6. A 20 pound 8 feet long sign is held
in equilibrium by means of a pin
and a wire as shown. The weight

.~1m -+ llII. .2m -...
,',' .\,:,

AUTO
SPEED
SHOP



horizontal components of the
force of the pin on the sign.

7. Describe the behavior of systems which obey Hookews Law.
8. The graphs below show how the force depends on displacement

for three different systems. Which one follows Hooke's
Law? What is the value of the spring const.ant?

40

30
F 20
(~) 10

X

.5 (m)

If a steel beam' two meters long and one centimeter ·thick
is to have a spring constant of 5 x 1012 newtons per meter,
how wide must it be? (Youngs modulus for steel is 20 x 1010

N/m2~



1. (a) A torque wrench is a tool which can apply a torque to

a nut or bolt and which has a scale which indicates how

much torque is being applied.

(b) Torque is the twisting effect produced by an applied

force. It is defined by the equation
, :::; F£

where T is the torque, F is the applied force, and 1

is the lever arm.

(0) The lever arm is the perpendicular from the axis to

the line of action of the force

(d) An object is in equilibrium if it i.snot being ac-

celerated; that is, both its translational speed and

rotational speed must be constant.
(e) An object which is not moving- is in static equilibrium.

(f) If a system responds i.nsuch a way that the force re-

quiredt.o p:coduce a displacement is proportional to

the displacement, the constant of proportionality is

called the spring constant.

(g) Beams which are held ri~idly at one end and loaded

along the lengt:h or at the other end are called canti-

lever beams.

2. For an object to be in equilibrium, two conditions must be

satisfied:

(a) The resultant force must be zero,

(b) The resultant torque. about any axis must be zero.
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